1.  In the original article, there was **a typo where participants\' average age is incorrect. It should be "29" not "28."**

    A correction has been made to Materials and Methods, Participants, Paragraph 1:

    Sixteen healthy volunteers (**average age 29**; six males; all right-handed) with no history of neurological, psychiatric, or hearing impairments as indicated by self-report participated in the experiment. \[...\].

2.  In the original article, there was **a typo where "previous" was misspelled as "precious."**

    A correction has been made to Discussion, Paragraph 2:

    **Previous** research reported that neurons in the sensory cortices can undergo short-term, task-dependent, and context-specific changes in the receptive field properties (Fritz et al., 2003, 2007, 2008). \[...\].

The authors apologize for this error and state that this does not change the scientific conclusions of the article in any way.
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